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Are you currently in a relationship that feels distant and disconnected where your
partner feels like a stranger, there is no desire or passion? 
Do you have trust and control issues ?
Have you experienced in the past or currently hypersexuality or hyposexuality?
 Do you feel stuck, unfulfilled, experience negative emotions, loneliness isolation for feel
embarrassed to ask for help? 
 Do you experience genital numbness and body dissociation during sex or foreplay? 
 Have you experienced a childhood sexual trauma which is affecting your current
relationships and you are not sure how to address these deep emotional thoughts,
feelings, and behaviours? 
 Have you experienced sexual abuse or a rape and have shut yourself down sexually and
intimately? 
Are you a people pleaser, procrastinator, perfectionist, over-analyser?
Do you open up initially in relationships only to shut down when it becomes more
intimate, because more is required from you, and you feel scared? 
 Do you feel hate or shame around your body and genitals?
 Do you feel shame around self-pleasure, avoid self-pleasure or use toys to get a quick
fix?
Do you avoid a deeper connection with yourself and your intimate relationships by using
Distractions such as alcohol, sex, porn, drugs, sugar, TV  to feel better? 
Do you  understand your spiritual and sexual blueprint?
 Do you want to know how to prioritise your sexual relationship in challenges like busy
lives and children?
 Have you experienced relationship breakdowns such as cheating, divorce lack of sex
and desire in current or past relationships? 

If you have answered yes to any of these questions this course is
for you..
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This one of a kind four month online program will be an integrated approach. It involves and
combines Tantric wisdom, psychotherapy, creative, expressive and embodiment work,
Primal, Erotic shadow work, inner child, polyvagal theory coaching, somatic work,
breathwork, and mindfulness activities. This program will allow you to become aware of your
subconscious program and story,  gain a deeper connection to your intimate and sexual
needs, fears, and desires. Heal any underlying trauma, addictions, attachment and money
blocks where you understand yourself on a S$XUAL, PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL and
EMOTIONAL level.  release deep layers of shame and guilt where you will feel embodied in
your S$XUAL SOVEREIGNTY, EXPERIENCE SELF LOVE, ATTRACT LOVE and FEEL
LIBERATED

A Four Month EPIC Online Journey of Self-Discovery,
Creativity, Sexuality, Expression, Tantra, Trauma Release,
Shadow Work, Inner Child, Embodiment, Breathwork,
Self-Regulation, Sensuality, Bliss, Fantasy and Desire.  

Say YES! To Being  A Powerful Sexual Sovereign Being 

 Apply Here

Founder of HeartArise
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Salayeh  Self
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Saleyah considers a whole person approach, Trauma and challenges are
complex it affects our mind, body and consciousness and should be

treated and supported accordingly. 
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HeartArise has 6 pillars that we use in
order to become become our best version.
Play, Creativity, sexuality and Tantra, Self-
Mastery, Self-actualisation, Relationships
and Liberation. we want you to experience
and embody these pillars. Layers and
layers of shame and guilt override our
ability to receive pleasure. When we cut off
our sexuality we are basically cutting off
our creativity, when we cut off our
creativity we cut off our true thoughts and
feelings. We can feel like we are in a self-
contained prison. 

This results in becoming a people pleaser and
not expressing or vocalising our truth,
vacating with addictions experiencing mental
health, perfectionism, procrastination, over-
analysing, low self-worth and confidence.
living in fear where we do not trust our
internal dialogue. Attracting toxic
relationships that reinforce our lack of self-
love and self-worth. Body and genital
dissociation  and disconnection  where we
are unable to fully let go, communicate,
receive and enjoy pleasure.

Permission to be a
Sexual Sovereign

Being, Please!

        ur sexual energy is our creative energy, It is connected to the relationship with
ourselves, the type of intimate and sexual relationships we attract, the money we
attract, and how we show up in the world. The aim of this program  is to create a
space that is intentional and multilayered. Working simultaneously with our internal
and external feelings, thoughts and behaviours. it will help you to really tap in and
understand yourself on the deepest level where you and re-create and in return
embody a more sexual, sensual, creative, powerful, and intimate person. It will have
a powerful effect on your relationships, your health, your finances and your internal
happiness.  
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Why Is This Important....
I Feel this work is so important and it is my life's mission to bring true intimacy
into the world. My roots are based in creativity and healing, giving  permission for
sexual liberation and embracing our sexual sovereignty. I am so passionate
about helping people face off with their own unconscious feelings of shame, guilt
and insecurity. Sex and Love can be incredibly rewarding and nurturing in
relationships. There are no boundaries when it comes to pleasure. As long as
communication, listening and consent is respected. We are currently living in a
world of toxic sexuality, male and female oppression and suppression. When we
are given permission to let go of all our family and external programming;
beliefs, fears, traumas, insecurities, inadequacies, addictions; We can feel safe
to be vulnerable and express our  fears, desires, needs and wants in a healthy
loving and deeply satisfying and rewarding way. This space creates a place of
transformation of creative expression that transpires into creative connection. 

I Live and breath this work and my journey of  sex and intimacy started at a
young age. It has taken me on a 20 plus years of self development. I have
experienced multiple traumas and challenges. it is why i became a social
worker, counsellor, creative and expressive therapist, coach and Tantra

and reiki practitioner. My goal is to build rehabilitation centres for sexually
trafficked victims because, I know all forms of trauma and challenges need

to be expressed and released through the body, respecting the
interconnectedness of our mind, heart, body and soul 
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Due to the Intimate and Expansive Nature of This Program.
A Safe,Trusting and Sacred Container is Built Instantly. 

 
This Program is a 4 month Group or Individual Online

Program, Weekly activities and accountability, a Private
Facebook Group and Individual and Group Coaching by

Saleyeh. Cost $2888 pp
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YES to Sexual Sovereignty
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Permission!
 To Be A Sexual

Sovereign Being,
PLEASE!

A detailed outline of this syllabus are given on a Discovery Call
and Your Agreement to Accept A Specific Criteria To Join This
SACRED and TRANSFORMATIONAL Space.  True Embodied

Change Occurs When We Commit and Take Radical
Responsibility and Accountability For The Future We Desire. 

 
 

www.Heartarise.com.au
Email: salayeh@heartarise.com.au

Cell: +61 404868303
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